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It

score.
was Lyman's

The

evening.

lanky center, who has been playing
second fiddle to others on the team
as point scorers, finally displayed
the form and fight that characterizes his practice efforts, and walked

with all the honors of the evening. He was literally the "whole
show," scoring 15 points, 12 in the
final six minutes of play, and hold-ta- g
his opponent scoreless.
Mt. Union led throughout the first
half and was in front at half time,
16 to 12. The visitors' offense clickdefensive
ed smoothly, while their
scoring
work prevented Kenyon's
under the basket.
The second half, however, was an-

off

other matter altogether. With Lyman grabbing the tip-of- f,
the Mauve
began to pull up on their rivals,
point by point. With six minutes
left to play, Lyman suddenly went
on his ramapge, counting six field

(Continued on page two)
DR.

REEVES SPEAKS TO
PHILO ON "EUROPE"
Handling of Temperance
Is Better Than Ours

European

the members of
on March 9, Prof. William P. Reeves, head of the English
Department at Kenyon, reported
that his year of observation abroad
had brought him to the conclusion
that the European method of handling the delicate temperance question was far superior to American
Addressing

Philo-methesi-

an

methods.

"It's hard to find seats in French
where no

and Italian tea rooms,
alcoholics are sold,"

said Prof.
Reeves. "Vacant seats are plentiful
at cafes. It is evidence
of what
might have happened if temperance progress had not been tampered with by
d
fanatics."
Prof. Reeves' observations were
varied and significant. Of study in
rome he said: "The University of
Rome is no place
for American students to go.
It is dark, dank, and
dirty. The
students seem lost, and
don't know their
Bight
courses.
years of
Latin are required before

The annual dinner of the CleveAlumni Association was held at
the University Club on the evening
of February 28. Fifty-eigattended. Mr. Walter T. Kinder, 11, Vice
President of the Association
of
Northern Ohio presided, taking this
opportunity to outline the projects
now being undertaken by the Alumni Council.
Dr. William F. Peirce, President
of the College, was the speaker of
the evening, and gave an entertaining and instructive address on
"The Map of Europe." Following
this, moving pictures of the College
were shown
to the assemblage.
Music was supplied throughout the
festivities by Rus Hargate's Orchestra, which was imported from
Gambier for the occasion.

'Ameri-(Continu-

ed

and founder of Kenyon College, will
e
be given a
biography in a
new book of American biographies
to be published shortly by Charles
Scribner's Sons. The "Dictionary
of American Biography," a volume
published under the auspices of the
American Council of Learned Societies, intends to devote a column and
a half to Kenyon's first President.
The article gives a brief resume of
Bishop Chase's early life in Cornish, N. H., his ordination into the
Episcopal Church, and his founding
of Kenyon. Chief sources of information for the biography were Bishop Chase's autobiography, his "Defense of Kenyon College," and Dr.
George M. Smythe's "Kenyon College, Its First Century."

Dr.

IF ELECTED

f

Will Be First Kenyon Gov

ernor Since Hayes

r,

I
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PHILO BEGINS LITTLE THEATRE MOVEMENT
"HUMAN NATURE" AND "THE CHASTE

ADVENTURES

!

iJ
STEPHEN M. YOUNG, 1911

FRED CLARK, '13, IS
HEAD OF "CRUSADERS"
Society To Effect Change in
Liquor Law
Within the past few months many
definite steps have been taken in
opposition to the present liquor
laws in the United States. Chief
among these is the fight begun
against prohibition by a Cleveland
organization, the Crusaders, whose
commander-in-chiis Fred G.
Clark, '13. Mr. Clark has enlisted in
this band some 75,000 members and
applications are still flooding in.
The organization is composed primarily of young men many of whom
are of high rank both socially and
financially. To date it reaches only
three cities, but the predictions are
that within a year it will reach
thirty of the leading cities of the
country and will have a total
on page three)
ef

mem-(Continu-
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WITH

OF JOSEPH"

bein a few years they will have
underevents
in
outstanding
come
graduate life. They were well received and justly so, as those perexformances provide a medium of
pression which has been dormant
since the decease of the Puff and
powder Club some years ago.
The first was entitled "Human
Nature." It was a short sketch,
more than slightly ironic in nature,
on that great American past time
"necking." Don Henning, Bernis
Brien, William Dewart, and Walter
Tuhey perofrmed in splendid fashin
ion. Mr. Tuhey's performance,
fact, was brilliant; and he showed

-

'

Pierce Speaks
To Philomathesian

A luncheon for prospective Ken"Is The United States an Empire?'
yon students the first affair of its
Subject of Address
kind to be held in Cleveland, was
given by the Cleveland Alumni As"The United States has become a
sociation of Kenyon College, March world-wid- e
Empire, and, in the eyes
(Continued on page two)
of many nations, a great imperial
power," declared Dr. Peirce in his
SENIOR THESPIANS GIRD
lecture before the Philomathesian
SELVES FOR "DRAYMA" Society, on Sunday night, March 2.
"Is the United States an Empire?"
To Present "Our American was the subpect of his address. "Our
Cousin"
sphere of influence has spread from
Liberia to the Philippines, from the
thes-piaOnce again the Senior class
Argentine ot Nome. Our South Amare preparing for their annual erican neighbors fear and resent
sortie into the realm of the theater cur domination over this quarter ot
and the drama. The class of 1930 the globe; for it places them in
will, barring accidents and acts of
(Continued on page two)
God, present "Our American Cousin," described as "a drama, in three
acts" by Tom Taylor, on the evenNOTICE
ing of June 14th in Rosse Hall.
"Our American Cousin," notable
Students interested in Babson
chiefly because it was at a perInstitute, the school that gives
formance of this play that Abraham
an intensive training in the
Lincoln was assassinated, is unfundamental laws of business,
pieces
worst
doubtedly one of the
may meet Mr. W. R. Mattson,
of dramatic effort ever perpetrated
Assistant to the President, on
on the American stage. Even with
Tuesday, March 25, by appoint,
the original cast including Joseph
ment at the Gambier Inn.
Jefferson, E. A. Southern, and Mrs.
(Continued on page two)

The "Little Theater" Movement
has begun at Kenyon, Philomathesian Literary Society, under the
and
guidance of Robert Kenyon
Lynn
with the expert assistance of
hoped
B. Wilson, began what it is
feature
dominant
may prove to be a
on
of undergraduate life, when
presentHall,
it
March 16 at Peirce
for
ed two brief dramatic sketches
and
members
its
of
the edification
were
guests. These presentations
from
assembled
hcasts
king up law.
made wit
'In St. Peter's I was asked by a members of the Society and proved
and eduWar: 'Protestant
or Christain?' to be both entertaining continue
to
What could I answer
cational. Philo intends
but
with
these affairs in the hope that
on page two)
short-sighte-

Cleveland Heights Lawyer
To Seek Democratic
Nomination

half-pag-

ht

to

FOR GOVERNOR OF OHIO IN AUGUST

Philander Chase, Bishop of Ohio,

Whole Show With land

With Al Lyman pulling a "Frank
Meriwell" in the closing minutes of
play and the entire team rising to
unexpected heights throughout the
encounter, Kenyon's basketball team
turned the tables on its old court
rivals, Mt. Union, on February 22,
at Rosse Hall, to the tune of a 34

HO. 6

Kenyon's Founder Gets Half Page
in American Biographies

AL LYMAN

Fifteen Points

V

STEPHEN MARVIN YOUNG, 1911, TO RUN

MEETINGS

Revenge For Defeat Annual Dinner Followed
Surprising Victory
by Luncheon For
Prospective Men

Is The

CHASE TO BE
BIOGRAPHY

IN BOOK OF

1. 1830

PRESENTED

ed

PLAYS
MARCH

16

with the
Mr. Henning, of course, exhibited the same
savoir faire which was called into
play last spring when he played the
blond and dashing hero in "Seven
Keys to Baldpate."
The "piece de resistence" of the
evening, however, was a delightful
little piece entitled "The Chaste
Adventures of Joseph." In a gorsetting Messrs.
geous Egyptian
Philip Fox, Frank Gale, Edward
Baldwin-- Dayton Wright, and John
Carlton portrayed with inimicable
fineness the trials and1 tribulations
(Continued on page two)

remarkable familiarity
character he portrayed.

,

A Kenyon alumnus is running
of
Ohio. Stephen
for Governor
Marvin Young, 1911, declared his
candidacy early in February. He will
run in the primary election to be
conducted early next August, seeking the Democratic nomination. At
this early date it is impossible to
state with reasonable accuracy how
many opponents he will have, or
whom he will have to defeat in order to go on the November ballot as
the party nominee against Governor
Myers Cooper.
This will be the second campaign
to be made by "Steve" for a state
office. In 1922 he came within a few
votes of being elected Attorney General of Ohio. So close was the result
that an official count was necessary
to determine the result.
Young ran as a liberal against C.
C. Crabbe, author of the dry law
that bears his name, and his remarkable showing surprised veteran
politicians. He has served two terms
in the state legislature, while in 1918
he was a member of the prosecutor's
office, in charge of criminal cases.
"Satch," as he was known in college, is a World War veteran. He
served in the Field Artillery with a
combat unit. Prior to that he saw
service with the Third Infantry during the crisis with Mexico in 1916.
On the stump, as in the legislature, he has always made frankness
a notable feature of his oratory, refusing to follow the course of less
courageous politicians
who evade
issues. He is known throughout
Ohio for his ability as a campaigner.
His Platform is a notable example
of this same fearlessness.
"Civil liberties must be safeguarded," he said.
"There should be no place on the
public payroll for snoopers, sneaks,
spies, and informers."
(Continued on page two)

LARWILL LECTURES
Additional lectures on the Lar-wi- ll
Foundation have been arranged as follows:
April 11 Robert A. Millikan of

the California Institute
on the
subject "Recent Advances in our Knowledge of
the Universe about us."
of Technology

April 28 Edward M. East, LL. D.
(Kenyon) of the Bussey

Institution for Research
in Applied Biology, Harvard University, on the
subject "Heredity and
Social Problems."

Si

Page Two

THE
tend lectures, students must purchase tickets. Here every man is
for himself. There is little of group
or fraternity life.

FAT AT PHILO

(Continued from, page one)
some sense as weaker dependencies
of the Colossus of the North."
"That article of our political
creed, the Monroe Doctrine, with its
vague clauses, is the most significant imperialistic conception," stated Dr. Peirce. "Our South American
neighbors fear what it may mean,
and view it as synonymous with a

MT. UNION GAME

(Continued from page one)
goals and a free toss in four minutes. Mt. Union made a belated attempt to even the count, but the
attack died after a brief flurry of
scoring.
Kenyon was still scoring
points as the final gun sounded.
To Al Lyman, of course, goes the
greater part of the credit for cap
turing the contest. His fifteen
points was followed by Stock's seven
and Swanson's five. Glenwright, the
flashy Mt. Union forward, led his
team with four field goals and a
free toss.
Box score:
KENYON
G Ft
2
3
Stock, P
1
2
Swanson, P

potential American peotectorate.
Under the Monroe Doctrine, the
United States may intervene, take
possession, and discipline, if the
need arises. We feel that our neighbors to the south are volatile, excitable, and not fit to handle their
own problems. They, in turn, look
upon us as the Colossus of the
North, with fear, apprehension,
Jealousy, and hate."
Our steadily extending influence
in the Caribbean, with the spread
of air connections, serve as another
reason for which the Spanish American countries credit us with imperialistic claims and policies, explained Dr. Peirce. At the last
Pan-Americ-

Greer, P
Lyman, C
McElroy, G
Robinson, G
Caples, G ....

an

conference, where common interests were discussed frankly, the United States representative
spent many uncomfortable hours.
Everything suggested and championed by the United States was dis-

0

0

7

1

0

1

MT. UNION

14

F

1
...4
Glenwright, F
3
....1
Raber, F
1
....0
tinctly unpopular with the majority. Devore, F
2
...0
Lindamood,
C
With the outbreak of the Spanish
3
...2
American War the United States Grimes, G, C
0
....0
Atchley,
....
G
of
fully assumed the responsibilities
4
...3
an empire. The Hawaiian Islands Beach, G
....1
0
were acquired as a dependency, and Leyda, G
their precise relationship is not yet
9 14 31
11
determined. Cuba was assured its
independence, but
the United
SENIOR "DRAMA"
States retained the right to inter
vene and take possession of the gov
(Continued from page one)
ernment. The Philippines have
never been given their independ Mrs. Southern, it must have been a
ence. Porto Rico, Guam, Samoa, sad affair. As a result the efforts
Wake Island, and Midway Island are of the Senior Thespians
should
frankly possessions. The story of produce a screamingly funny comthe Panama Canal Zone is seizure,
for which we later smoothed over edy.
The play is laid in England and
Colombia's outraged feelings by a
million dol- contains no less than twelve scenes
payment of twenty-fiv- e
lars. Nicaragua, Haiti, and Santo in its three acts. There are sevenDomingo are under United States teen characters, which fact should
The Virgin Is- enable the directors to select a most
military control.
lands are governed by American of- able cast. At present no definite
cast has been chosen, although the
ficials.
Dr. Peirce thus concluded that the members of the class have appointed
United States is distinctly an empire a temporary group to run through
in both a military and economic the readings. Just who will be selected is, of course, impossible to
sense.
say. Professor Reeves, under whose
REEVES SPEAKS
direction the better class plays of
the last few years have been pro(Continued from page one)
duced, is now working with the class
can'! Yet. neither France nor Italy Executive Committee to choose the
they are Catho- more talented memDers ior me
is secular-mindesprmg melodrama, rne weaitn oi
lic countries, to be sure, but the
agreement between the pope and high class prformers is making this
selection a most difficult one, but
the government was the same as it
may rest assured! that only
Kenyon
was in the 14th century: no populathe very best in the way of draone
except
an
tion
matic effort will be forthcoming,
would have accepted it. On the
one regret lies in the fact that
The
seen:
are
flags
two
Rome
of
streets
Our
American Cousin" calls for no
the royal house of Savoy, and the actor to
prform while sleeping, thus
signing
of
the
At
time
the
Fascist.
ruining
Wilhelm's chances
"Pretzel"
Rome
of the papal agreement All
of exhibiting his snoring ability.
was covered with the white and
gold flag of the Vatican, hung at
A recent isue of the Hobart "Herthe right of the royal flag. How can
carries this surprising article:
ald"
three
government
with
you have a
Bishop Leonard Conducts Preaching
flags? It won't last long.
Mission at Methodist Church
Prof. Reeves' comments of his obA rather unusual oportunity is to
servations in France were equally be offered the students in the
interesting and cignificant. "There,"
preaching mission, so called, of
he said, "I saw faded 'Liberte, egal-it- Bishop Leonard of the Methodist
fraternite' signs. They hae Episcopal
Church to be held next
never been repainted. Nobody cares week."
about it today; it is old stuff.
At least, the terminology is sur"Student cafes in Paris, fifty or prising from a Church College, until
more, are quiet and orderly. A favone discovers that there is a Bishop
orite dish among students is mush Leonard in the Methodist Episcopal
rooms, truffles, and rice. I have
Church!
never eaten such food in my life!
You can buy it here in America in
Even Wittenberg finds difficulty
small bottles for about $2.50, but it in placing credence in its catalogue.
tastes like rubber.
The "Torch" says, "The page in the
"There are too man students ?t catalogue regulating student activithe Sorbonne. Professors lecture to ties is a joke, and ought either to be
We can
twelve hundred or fifteen hundred removed or enforced."
Wittenberg!
atsympathize,
To
great
rotunda.
a
people in
d;

all-Catho- lic

e,

sembled the younger boys, was presided over by John J. Crawford, '83.
The Rev. John E. Carhartt, '14,
COMPLIMENTS
(Continued from page one)
"I favor greater economy in the former rector of St. Alban's, Cleveof
expenditure of public funds. Every land, attended.
Among other guests were Dr. A.
THE PEOPLE'S BANK
department must be placed upon a Caswell Ellis, Director of Cleveland
strictly business basis.
College, and Mrs. Ellis, Mr. F. H.
"Tax legislation must be for the Zinn, '01, and Mr. Harry A. Dunn,
best interests of all the people, or '12.
it should be vetoed.
"Politics
should be eliminated
We can agree perfectly with the
from all state institutions. There
when it says on the
"Denisonian"
should be a continuous policy of depage of a recent Issue, "Deni-so- n
front
15 S. Mulberry St.
management.
Our
velopment and
needs something to wake it up."
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
public schools must be as good as
the best.
For
"Grade crossings should be abolHAIRCUTS Or DISTINCTION
ished."
Groceries
Dry Goods
He and his
Young is forty-on- e.
that will greatly
Merchandise
General
wife and three children live in
improve your appearance
College ViewB
Cleveland Heights. He was born on
TOM
Gambier, Ohio
a farm in Huron County, Ohio, and
Gambier, Ohio
Public
was educated at Norwalk
School, Kenyon College, and Westiiiiiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiiiiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiliiiiiliiliiliiiiiliiliiliiiiiliiliiiiiiiiiiiliiiniiiiiiliiliiliiinliiluliiliil
ern Reserve law school. He is a
Epsilon
and
member of Delta Kappa
Phi Delta Phi, a legal fraternity.
His eldest son, Stephen, Jr., graduI
ates from Cleveland Heights High
School this year and may enter
I
Kenyon in September.
Young is a progressive Democrat.
Recently he denounced
Democrats in Congress who "claim
ing to worship at tne snrine oi
Thomas Jefferson, vote with Andy
Mellon."
riaiiaiisiiaiiaiiaiisiJSiimiiaiiatiaiiariflitaiiaicaiLaitaiiBiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiaiiBiiaiiaiiaiiBiiBiiBiiBiiaiiBiiBJiBiis'tiaiLBMHMaiiaiiSKaiiB
If Stephen Young wins the gubernatorial election he will be the iiiaiiaitBiiauaiianajiaiiaiiaiiBHBjJBiiaiiaiiaiiaiiBiiaiiaiiatiaiiaMBiiaiiaiiaiiBiiaiiaiiaiiBiiaiiajiBiiBiiBMatiaiiaitairBiiBiiaiiaiiaiiaiiBii
first Kenyon man to become Governor of Ohio since 1874. Rutherford 1
I
B. Hayes left the Governor's chair
1
in 1876 to assume the duties as the I
nation's First Executive after wini
Mt. Vernon's Newest and Finest Restaurant
ning the much disputed election of I
Breakfast 7 a. m. to 9:30
that year. The Hon. John L. Cable,
1
'06, now a member of Congress from
Luncheon 11 a. m. to 2 :30 p. m.
Ohio, ran in the election of 1924, but
Dinner 5 p. m. to 8:30 p. m.
was badly defeated. In other words,
STEPHEN MARVIN YOUNG

GARBER'S
SHOE SHOP

A. G. SCOTT

WILSON

AnyBusiness Suit, Tuxedo and Full Dress Suit!
ALL

1

G

COLLEGIAN

Always the Same Price

1

13

KENYON

so-call-

$22.50

The Richman Brothers Company

ed

234 S.

Mt. Vernon, O.

Main St.

iTh

"THE ALCOVE"
Welcomes You

there has been no

Kenyon

Surlas & Francis

man

Governor "since Tilden was elected."

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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(Continued from page one)
of Joseph, heof the

coat-o-

f

-- many-colors,

to an enchanted audience.
fetching,
were
The costumes
especially those of Fox and Gale,
who excited the basest passions
among those of the audience. One
look at Fox, in fact, who played
the part of Madame Potiphar, was
enough to cause the observer to
have the worst ipossible motives in
wishing the room filled with women. Mr. Wright's portrayal of
Joseph was nothing less than superb; he exuded pride, disguts and
villainy from every pore. Mr. Bald
win as Potiphar was excellent;
while Mr. Carleton's rendition of
slave left absolutely
the deaf-munothing to foe desired. On the whole,
it was perfect entertainment.
te

PITKIN'S RESTAURANT
"Service With a Smile"

Mt. Vernon

Main Street

iiliilniniiilulitliiliiliiliiiiilnliii
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Kilkenney & Rinehart
Fashion Park Clothes
Everything in Furnishings
Agency at "Commons Shop"
Mt. Vernon, Ohio
Cor. Main and Vine

Seriously speaking, Philomathesi-a- n
ds ito be congratulated on this

attempt to introduce something
new and different into Kenyon's
college life. It is an idea worthy of
development, by future classes. With
so worthy a start it 'but remains for
those who follow to make of this
simple beginning a permanent and
lasting medium of undergraduate
expression

at

EXHIBITS

Kenyon.

HERE

CLEVELAND ALUMNI

(Continued from page one)
1st., at the University Club. A Din
ner and Luncheon Committee, un
der the direction of Robert A. Weav
er, '12, conducted this most successful affair. Walter T. Kinder, '11,
presided), while Presidert Peirce
talked to the young men about the
Moving pic
history of Kenyon.
tures of the College were also shown.
Sixty-thre- e
Kenyon
prospective
men attended, including boys of ten
to seniors in high school. Mr. Harry
A. Peters, Headmaster of University
School, brought a group of boys.
Another table, at which were as- -

A.t

Kenyon Commons Sho
Monday, March

3

Joseph T. Carr, Kep.
FIFTH AVENUE
NEW

CLOTHES

YORK

HtATS

HA 73 6"JD ASH SKJT

SHOSS

THE
nus with a son and namesake entered on the rolls for Kenyon, 1951.

ALUMNI

KENYON

COLLEGIAN

BIOGRAPHY OF HAYES
TO BE PUBLISHED

Hon. George Wharton Pepper,
'24,
LL.
D., Deputy to the last GenS3 Alvan E. Duerr, who was for"Rutherford B. Hayes: Statesman of
Cornwall-on-Hudsoeral
Convention
of the Church, is to
merly at Stone School,
Reunion" is Title
N. Y., Is now Director address the people of S. Matthew's
Church,
Philadelphia,
Phoeon
at
Chatham
the
Publicity
Wednesof
On April 4th. Dodd, Mead, and
day, April 2, on an evangelical subnix National Bank and Trust Co.,
Company,
New York, will present
ject.
New York City.
'29 Yes sir, they certainly are the first of a series of biographies of
96 The Rt. Rev. Robert L. Harslipping fast! On February 19, 1930, American political leaders, "Ruthris D. D., of Red Wing, Minn., was
married the week of March 1. He Charles Barnard Cunningham, '29, erford B. Hayes: Statesman of Rewas married to Mary Elizabeth
and his bride are making an exunion," by H. J. Echenrode.
This
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
tended tour through the southwest.
volume is being written in an effort
The Rev. Robert Lee Baird, '18, of Walter B. Mechem of Covington, to bring
out the contrasts in the
Kentucky.
CharlU will be rememRed Wing, acted as best man.
life of one of the dramatic but too
bered
by
many
on
campus
the
as
of
Lima,
03 Walter S. Jackson,
one of Kenyon's recent football little recognized figures in AmeriIs one of the incorporators of a new
stars. He is at present studying can history. Hayes, the
company recently organized in that
victor in
medicine at Michigan.
the disputed election of 1876, and
city.
'29 Sidney
Waddington,
whose entering the presidency under the
'05 The Rev. Charles Clingman,
home address is 600 Haven St.,
accusation of fraud, signalized his
Rector of the Church of The AdIs in his junior year administration by grappling
Illinois,
resoAlabama, has
vent, Birmingham,
at Western Seminary.
lutely with the corruption that had
been elected Bishop of Louisiana.
KMA Harry Holmes, a graduate grown out of the demoralization of
This is the second time he has been
of
Kenyon Military Academy and the Civil War.
elected to the office of Bishop. Two
The biography is written by a
of Gambier, died on March
resident
ago
his
declined
election
he
years
noted
historian and is not only bas15,
his
at
home
an
illness of
after
of the Diocese
as
ed on the various contemporary recseveral
of
months.
Cancer
the
outof
one
is
He
Lexington.
the
of
ords, memoirs, and lives, all of which
standing clergymen in the South stomach was given as cause of
have been consulted, but in addiHolmes
was
one
death.
at
time
favorably
known
other
in
and is
tion to these bears the impress of
steward
SeminPlace
at
Harcourt
parts of the country.
ary, following which he entered the the author's study of much new ma'11 Dr. John D. Southworth, who
grocery business in Mt. Vernon for terial in the Hayes memorial collechas been in charge of building the
several years. He served as Mayor tion at Fremont, Ohio. The book
St. Barnabas' Hospital at Osaka,
comprises a sympathetic but
of Gambier and on the local board thus
Japan, for the past five years, has
at the same time critical life of the
69
of
education.
years
was
Holmes
returned to this country, and after
nineteenth president of the United
old.
spending six months as the AssistStates, with a fresh and sometimes
ant Resident Physician of the Nurnovel treatment of American history
sery and Childs' Hospital of New BISHOP LEONARD, KENYON during his day.
IN WILL This volume should be of excepYork, is not practicing at Rutland, BENEFICIARIES
Vt.
tional interest to all Kenyon men,
Sister of Prelate Leaves Be- students and graduates alike, es'11 C. D. Rarey, of 321 Collins
quests to Both
pecially those who have gone
St., Hartford, Conn., is Comptroller
through the period in Kenyon's colfor The Travelers Insurance
and
The Rt. Rev. William A. Leonard, legiate life known as "Junior HisIndemnity Company, Hartford.
Episcopal Bishop of Ohio, and Ken- tory."
It is the first of a series of
'13 Fred G. Clark was a witness
yon College were both named bene- biographical-historicvolumes on
at a recent hearing conducted at
ficiaries under the will of Mrs American political leaders, includWashington by the Judiciary ComLouise Buckley Van Nostrand of ing: Grover Cleveland,
James A.
mittee of the House of RepresentatNew York City, sister of the Bishop. Garfield,
Andrew Johnson,
and
ives, which has been studying pro- The document was filed for probate
Theodore Roosevelt.
posals affecting the 18th Amendon March 7th.
ment. Clark appeared as spokesBishop Leonard, by terms of the
FRED CLARK
man for the Crusaders, a liberal orwill,
receives a life interest in
ganization of young men and wo$50,000, and on his death the prin(Continued from page one)
men of which he is a national officipal will be divided equally between bership of nearly ten million. Mr.
cer.
Trinity Cathedral of Cleveland and Clark describes the purpose of the
'13 Frank M. Weida, of Lehigh
the wardens and vestry of St. Paul's organization "to keep up an incesUniversity, Bethlehem, Pa., has acChurch, Oswego, N. Y.
sant struggle until there has been
cepted an associate professorship at
Kenyon receives a bequest of
substituted for the Eighteenth
the George Washington University
Mrs. Van Nostrand died on Amendment a program which will
of Washington, D. C, where
his February 22.
return to the states the right to
duties will begin in September, 1930.
handle the liquor problem as they
'15 Robert A. Cline, President of DR. PEIRCE AND GUY D.
see fit, but with positively no sathe Alumni Association of CincinGOFF SPEAK TO G. 0. P. loons."
nati, and Miss Martha Kunkel, of
Under Clark's leadership are sevClub eral Clevelanders whose names are
Republican
Cincinnati, were married February Columbus
22 at St. Francis de Sales Church,
Speakers, March 6
familiar to many: Leonard C. Han-nWalnut Hills, Cincinnati.
jr., Dean Solenberger, John A.
Kenyon was strikingly represent- Hadden, Philip Mather, Dan Hanna,
'16 Wilbur W. Roach is now with
meeting
of
the Michigan Copper
and Brass ed at the first annual
jr., Harvey E. Brown, jr., and John
Republican
Company, of Detroit, as assistant the League of Ohio
E. Newell, jr. Some others from
Clubs in Columbus on March 6, 1930, various parts of the country are:
sales manager of the Michigan Diby Dr. Peirce and Guy D. Goff, "88, Lamont DuPont, Wilmington, Del.;
vision. He was formerly with Mueller Brass Company of Port Huron.
United States Senator from W. Vir- John Hay Whitney, Jesse Sweetser,
Senator Goff was the guest Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, Don-ol- d
'17 James Atlee Schafer is the ginia.
father of a son and namesake whose of honor and the principal speaker
Ogden Stewart, and William D.
name has been entered for the Ken-yo- n at this rally of some 1800 RepubliCarr, all of New York; and John
cans. He spoke on several of the Cudahy, Milwaukee, Wis.
class of 1951.
important issues of the day and re'19 Dale T. White is factory reprby
esentative of the A. F. Meisselbach ceived an ovation equalled only
Cooper.
Governor
given
Manufacturing Co., of Elyria, Ohio. that
During Senator Goff's time at
J. Chester, '19, of Columbus, is the Prosecutor who won Kenyon, the classes were governed
is interesting to
M electric-cha- ir
Home of
verdict on the first by senators, and it
ballot cast by the jury that tried note that he was a senator of his
SUPPLIES
HUNTING
Kenyon Day
Prof. James H. Snook
for the mur- class. He was also the
Vernon, Ohio
Mount
Philomathesian.
of
der of Miss
Theora Hix, Ohio State orator, a member
University
He received his A. B. at Kenyon in
Snook was electrocuted February 28 after a legal 1888. In 1890 after he had entered
fight that
Harvard law school, he received his
attattracted nation-wid- e
BARBfR AND BEAUTY SHOP
ention, much of it centering around M. A. from Kenyon, and the followMarcellingand Shampooing by
and
A.
M.
his
the youthful
ing year he received
Prosecutor.
The
pracClass Operator
First
After
Harvard.
from
B.
LL.
carried the case to the SuSoft Water
time, Senator
preme Court
of the United States, ticing law for some
of politics in Kresge Bldg Phone 744 Green
field
but Chester
the
entered
Goff
won at every step.
steadily to his present
Allen Whiting, of which he rose
Cleveland, who received an honorposition of high rank.
ary M. A.
degree from Kenyon in
New and Used Furniture
one
l920, has
Just what is the status of
been appointed President
e
"News"
Phone
Xavier
St.
the American
Federation of Arts, John Anton? The
says:
which
SUITES
ollowing his
PARLOR
headline
NEW
resignation as Direct-o- r has a
Male,
of the
"John Anton, Erstwhile
Cleveland Museum of Art.
116 W. High St., Mt. Vernon, 0.
Now Premier Danseusc"
21John Arndt is another alum
'24r

n,

Me-che-

Ev-anst-

Bishop-Coadjut-
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This activity on the part of Fred
Clark is typical of his career at
Kenyon. While here he was prominent in dramatics and all things of
a social nature. He was leader of
the Glee Club, president of the now
defunct Puff and Powder Club, and
chairman of the Commons and Executive committees. Since his graduation he has been very successful
in business and is now president of
the Fred G. Clark Company of
Cleveland.

on,

The Akron University "Buchtel-ite- "
revises an old line thus: "This
is our own, our native fraternity
house."
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JEWELER

I

102 South Main St.

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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MARDIS MUSIC STORE
j

Home of Victor and Brunswick

I
1

-

ALWAYS

j

THE LATEST RECORDS

West Side Public Square

c

Mt. Vernon. Ohio
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ELECTRIC CO.
Established 1912
Complete Line of Lamps and Shades
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I
1

Y
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Mt. Vernon Radio Go.
I
1

I

Majestic
Victor
Radiola
Zenith
Victor Records
W. Paul Crise

I
1
1

I

Geo. W. Crise
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MILK

BUTTER

j

ICE CREAM

I

Health and strength come from the liberal use of
dairy products.
1

In proportion to the food value contained, dairy
products are the lowest priced foods.

I

JEWELL ICE CREAM & MILK CO.

1

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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GEO. KEYS

TOILET ARTICLES

W. B. BROWN

I

Roberts, Harpster
&Co.

de-ten-

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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co-e- d.

South Main Street

115

Regardless of the issue, the progress of the Crusaders will without
a doubt be watched with the keenest interest by Kenyon men, both
alumni and undergraduates.
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DRUG STORE
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$10,-00-

LOREY'S

C. B. GESSLING

ED. WUCHNER

TAILOR
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I

CLEANING

PRESSING

REPAIRING
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pect any less improvement this
better in every Wing won the first intra-murwhich was 50
country squad will
way than the team which first faced bridge cup. Mashed potatoes were year. The cross
experienced men,
Wilall
practically
be
fare.
.573
as
Commons
Kenyon.
That the Mauve defeat batting
Founded in 1856
The Kenyon basketball season of ed this greatly improved aggrega- liam F. Pose got some bath-sala great advantage.
1929-3- 0
is now history. In the life
Ah, yes, indeed; it looks like a
during the
tion by a good margin can hardly be The Golf Team won but one match
MONTHLY
Publishedyear
sport
spring
or
of
it is even ancient history; anything but commendable.
by
the students
collegiate
nine. The tennis team lost its good year for Kenyon's
in
Kenyon College.
sports.
but it is interesting history.
just
years.
With
three
in
match
first
One other point remains. The
The Collegian, editorially and oth- Kenyon team has, on several occas enough breeze from the south to
(Member of the Ohio College Press
Association)
considerable
devoted
erwise has
ions, proved sadly disappointing to keen Dr. P. W. "Lefty Grove" Tim- DR. TIKOR ECKHARDT
space to the efforts of this season's
Editor-in-chiSPEAKS TO STUDENTS
was the fact at berlake's curve from breaking over
rooters.
This
its
CHARLES T. MALCOLMSON. '30. basketball team, and with reason. Western Reserve. The Mauve play- the plate, the Seniors defeated the
Associate Editor
This was not because it proved a ed bad basketball basketball that Faculty by 21 to 10 in their annual Foreign Relations Club ProWILLIAM X. SMITH, '30.
winning team, although that un- was a sad burlesque on some of its field day. It rained as usual, but
motes Lecture
Junior Editors
doubtedly had something to do with
LOUIS D. STRUTTON, '31.
efforts, and lost to a team the May Hop was an outstanding
later
MARK McELROT, '31.
spoke in
it, but principally because it played
that all Kenyon men felt they had success. Cider White was tearing Dr. Tibor Eckhardt
ROBERT WEBB, '31.
sixth, on
with the right attitude. Last sea every reason to expect the Mauve up water mains.
March
Hall,
Business Manager
it
before
licked
was
problems
in
political
Kenyon
son
and
and
economic
to
boys
"eat
Fat advised the
GEORGE H. JONES, "30.
to defeat. On one or two other ocwent into a game; the whole team casions, also, Kenyon lost to ob- grow." Bill Baird made a triple in central Europe. Dr. Eckhardt is one
Assistant Business Managers
ALEXANDER M. WOOD, "30.
which
of the young
exuded an air of despair,
viously inferior teams, if the records a game against Ashland and faint- of the most prominent
RICHARD HUTSINPILLAR, '32.
eventually permeated the student are to be believed.
ed on reaching third base. South er statesmen and journalists of
JAMES MEREDITH, '32.
body. It was beaten from the start,
tennis Hungary. He attended the Univercom- Hanna won the intra-mur- al
Advertising as the records will prove. This Kenyon supporters have
For Subscriptions and
Rose and Dunlop, sities of Budapest, Berlin, and Par
competitions.
over these seeming
bitterly
plained
Space address the Business Manwas graduated with
year, however, Kenyon's court rep ly unnecessary
ager, Gambler, Ohio.
defeats. Such an at disguised as Tom Mix and Gary is, where he
resentatives plunged into every con titude is not only unfair but the Cooper, stampeded a herd of pigs high honors as Doctor of Law and
Subscriptions, One Dollar and a
Half per Year, in Advance. Single test obviously filled with a will to result of gross ignorance.
Rus Hargate's Political Science. Although appointEvery on the campus.
Copies Twenty Cents.
win. Comment on such a change is team has its "off" nights. With a Campus Howls played for the Senior ed as Assistant Professor of Law in
University of Budapest, he was
at Gam-bie- not only proper but necessary.
Entered in the Postoffice
veteran team these are not only in Prom at Harcourt. Middle Leonard the
Ohio, as Second Class Matter.
Kenyon won 10 of 19, 6 of 13 frequent but seldom disastrous; copped the intra-murtrack con- unable to occupy the position beFor a
cause of service in the World War.
with Conference contenders.
From the Press of
a team composed almost en test, and the Betas won in baseball.
win a single with
The Republican Publishing Co.
to
During a part of the war he served
failed
team
beginning
that
were
enthusiasts
Football
Mt. Vernon, Ohio.
tirely of sophomores and others re
is
a
before,
as attache of the High Commissionyear
that
prospects
in
the
jame
cently eligible, they are generally to talk about "the best
er for Transylvania.
splendid record. Strange as it may
rained.
game
years."
It
fatal. The Western Reserve
"APOLOGIA
Before the war, he took an active
,eem, however, there were some who
of
time
Oh, spring is a wonderful
was one of these; there were others.
PRO VITA SUA"
part
of
in the elaboration of the adthis
things
greater
expected even
The noise of the crowd, the tense the year!
law in Hungary, servbenefit
ministrative
the
is
for
team.
'rCenyon
It
ness of each critical moment, the
Once more the editor finds it necAttorney in Transylgreat
as
District
ed
expected
these
who
essary to apologize for the presence of those
lack of knowledge of what to do
1918, and in 1922 entered
until
vania
article.
SPOTLIGHT
this
print
we
THE
IN
things
that
of the Kenyon Murder Mystery on
in a tight situation, the novelty of
government service actively as Chief
They look solely for resuts, and do
all work to underaffair
entire
the
the back page. Once again we say
and
raisings
pennant
days
of
cirof the Department of the Press in
The
take into consideration the
mine the smoothness and regularity
that the long overdue conclusion to lot
and the State Department and later for
s,
of love-se- ts
cumstances.
of a young team's play. In this lobs, of missed putts and emphatic the Prime Minister.
this masterpiece is unavoidably de
In the same
Tn the first place, let it be un
Kenyon
tained. Had we known that this
has been no different from epithets, of sand pits and cinder year he was elected to Parliament
apology,
this
no
is
this
derstood
that
outfits.
mvstery was going to become so in
many other inexperienced
tracks are undoubtedly nighing. and became known as one of the
no alibi for the Kenyon basket
of the game."
volved, the Collegian readers would
breaks
are
"the
These
The sound of wood smacking the most brilliant speakers in this body.
Collegian would be
have been spared, but at the time ball team. The
Once more we wish to impress the hrosehide, of the whirr of tennis The climax of his political career
and
thing,
a
such
Dresent
the Ken rackets, of lumps of sod being came with his appointment as Minof its inception the story did not the last to
need point: we do not feel that
to offer
appear to be more than a few thou- the basketball team doesn't
team
needs
yon
basketball
wrenched from the earth, and of ister of the Interior, and later as
pretends to be
sand words. That it has gone on one anyway. This
apology for its record this year.
an
of spiked shoes Chairman of the Committee on Fora
of
analysis
the crunch-crunc- h
Kenyon had
and on is as much a surprise to the nothing but a careful
not
that
think
do
We
loping around the track will scon be eign Relations. Many times during
which
editor as it is to you. One thing difficult situation, a situation must a great team; we do not think that
post-wperiod of rewith us again, such is the effect of the trying
alumni and friends of Kenyon
only we promise: if Dr. "Sol"
coaching;
but
great
had
Eckhardt
von
had
Dr.
blamy
Ken
construction.
a
grass
and
of
judga few blades
doesn't have the conclusion mderstand before they pass
we do feel that in all fairness the breeze. And it looks like a good charge of important financial and
in by the April issue, there won't be ment.
record of coach and team is in
economic problems.
spring sports.
It has been remarked that Ken- spiring and much to be commend year for Kenyon's
any conclusion. And that's that!
hopeIn his lecture he pointed out
baseball
Evans'
Bud
Coach
its
over
half
winning
yon, while
And last of all, we feel that fuls promise to produce something grave difficulties which central Eu
ed.
seagames, did not improve as the
those alumni and friends who have
clubs of yore with rope is suffering from misunderACTION
son continued as did other Confer-onc- e felt dissatisfied with the results of akin to the ball
hitting and ef- standings in commercial relations.
fashioned
old
good
teams, especially those with
that
must
admit
past
no country of this sec
season
the
Collegfective pitching. Last year the dia- Practically
This
The February issue of the
which Kenyon participated.
independent,
they
economically
done,
and
is
said
all
is
game
tion
mond athletes pulled only one
ian was hardly more than off the of course, is not true. A glance into when
may be efficiently
"case."
a
vet
no
of
trade
much
and
haven't
Mus
because
mainly
A
fire,
capital
from the
press when Action with a
ex
the good old statistics will prove
baseman was carried on because of import and
kingum's second
resulted. A kind and generous that. During the first semester of
set up by each
barriers
duty
port
as
well
as
of
grammatical
state
a
of
guilty
alumnus, reading of the sad
the College year, the basketball SPRING
country against the others. Dr.
a physical error. "I got it," he
affairs among Kenyon's faculty, team played eleven games, four of
an easy Eckhardt presented the problem
dashed for his pen and wrote us a which it won. During the second
As we gaze acrosss the hard, froz- yelped when Herron hit
grav
he strikingly, showing clearly the
Then
most pleasing epistle. He evidently half of the season, Kenyon played en turf of Kenyon's campus, a turf pod fly over the infield.
magni
the
and
situation
ity
of
the
reads the editorial page, does this eight games and won six of them. well hidden beneath the customary dropped it. The tying and winning tude of the struggle going on among
alumnus, for he offered to pay the Of these six four were victories over three inches of snow, we rip another runs scored. "Why," remarked the the nations of central Europe.
"there weren't
fielder,
charges on a Collegeian subscript- teams which had defeated the page off the calendar and murmur,
thought
ion for all those facultyites who Mauve earlier in the season. If this hopefully, "Spring is here." And any handles on it! I always
HOWLS
handles HARGATE'S CAMPUS
with
kind
in
them
reported
they
made
been
can
come,
far
is?
not
thus
has
have
why not? If March
is not improvement, pray what
PERFORM AT CLEVELAND
on 'em."
the fold. And you may be sure,
SDecial comment has been maae Spring be far behind?
The tennis team, while certain
gentle readers, that the Collegian of the two contests with Otterbein.
Spring. What a season it is! To
We understand that the Cleveland
offer.
not in a class with the superb
greatest
his
accepting
lv
lost no time in
Convention was very suctheir first encounter with the the undergraduate it is the
In
Alumni
be
can
years,
few
The alumnus for safety's sake, re- Westerville aggregation, January 7, boon since the innovation of the outfits of the last
more than one way. The
in
cessful
Everywhere expected to win a goodly proportion report has reached us that after the
holiday.
mains anonymous.
Kenyon won handily, holding the Christmas
And that is why Kenyon's faculty opponents to four field goals. The there is life. The campus, if not of its matches. The dynamic Sherr business of the evening had been
quiet, but deadly effective
may now be reported as 100
second game, February 19, was a the class room, is teeming with it. and the
transacted, certain prominent alare missing, but a good
good deal more of a contest, al- Golf, baseball, tennis, swimming, the Kawasaki
umni got together with some of the
new men are on hand to
though Kenyon led throughout and lure of the open road and a 1920 crop of
members of Russ Hargate's Campus
victor. Model T. Ford, the May Hop, Com- replace them.
the
anything
but
never
was
Owls and put in a large evening at
THE ALUMNI COLUMN
the fairways and greens Ken the Hotel Hollenden Showboat. Still
The point made, however, is that mencement, alumni banquets, all On
of
more Spring brings us. yon's golf team is sure to improve
in to the ediIt is with a great deal of pleas while Otterbein showed signs pre- that and come the days of dolce its last season's record. In fact, another rumor drifted
Greenslade
Tom
More,
Kenyon
there
that
offices
torial
ure and inert satisfaction that the great improvement,
faculty are one of the best if not the bes- t- was seen by an important Kenyon
well.
our
dear
as
if
if
niente
better,
played
no
far
sumably
of
column
presents
Collegian
its
simple to be believed. Oh, spring is a won- team in the short history of Ken character that Friday night and
alumni opinion. It is something that The answer to this is quite
von golf will be at work. Last year seemed very much engrossed in a
this publication has needed and and quite obvious when the facts derful time!
time
Last Spring, for instance, Kenyon the boys spent most of their
tall brunette. Need we say more?
lacked for years. That the alumni are known.
flora of the
and
fauna
exploring
the
hopefuls.
forty-tw- o
young
graduated
his
coach;
Otterbein has a new
of the College should want to exHist.nnt;
nortions of the
In Don Henning and Jim Morrill co- - rv,ct
GEORGE EVANS SAYS:
press themselves on tops of college acquaintance with the team early
"rough," but that sort of thing
Bald
to
Keys
'"Seven
limited.
in
In
starred
naturally
and alumni interest is only right the season was
good
being the seventh key. promises to be no more. A
and natural. That they should have fact, in the first Kenyon game he pate," Jim
Dunlop,
oththe eminent fish schedule has been prepared for a
Charley
whom
men
ofregulars
played as
some medium through which to
painted the flag pole. Peirce good team.
fer their expression is only just. er coaches and basketball enthus- fancier,
Track prospects are equally bright.
pride and joy, was dedimen
our
Hall,
to
inferior
be
far
to
knew
mediasts
That the Colegian supply this
this team and the cross
Both
poem
about
wrote
a
Rose
Ted
on the bench. One man alone, the cated.
ium is very much as it should be.
country
squad will be improved by
The Gambier Hunt
We only hope that other alumni, star of the team, performed in "Father Allen."
of several men who
possession
ap
the
yearly
its
to
make
of
was,
Club
Failed
fashion. He
reading the column in this issue
year. Generally, the
last
service
saw
school
high
of
A batch
feel it incumbent upon themselves course, known to the Kenyon coach pearance.
Canary Evans' Night Club is open
inexperience of the performers has
visit.
a
Kenyon
a
paid
as
seniors
team,
and
Kenyon,
to continue the good work. There and the
six in the morning until eleven
from
atThe Kenyon track team broke a been one great handicap to these at night, and always at the service
must be any number of things that consequence was shown special
however,
the
year,
Last
teams.
by scoring 55 points
Everything
the alumni want to say and we hope tention. By the time of the second four year record
meet. track and field athletes ran up 55 of student or alumnus.
they say them. The Collegian wel encounter, however, the Otterbein against Capital in a dual
hamburger to bird seed, lemfrom
dual
a
in
Capital
against
points
at
sprained his ankle
comes every effort of this kind. The coach had come to know his players Wayne Singer
to cracked ice. May we not
moment and the Ken- meet, which was a great improve- ons
more the merrier, or words to that better. As a result, an entirely dif- the crucial
sushave your patronage?
ment. There is no reason to
ferent outfit took the floor, an out yon harriers failed to place. East
effect.
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por the second time in six years,
decades,
and the third time in three
Kenyon men have an opportunity
w vote for one of themselves for
Dhio. The entthe governorship of
rance of Stephen Marvin Young,
into the Demo11 of Cleveland,
cratic primary contest recalls that
Congressman John L. Cable, '06, of

Lima, was a contender for the Republican nomination in 1924, and
that in 1901 the late Colonel James
was
Kilbourne, '59, of Columbus,
the Democratic
George K. Nash.

against

nominee

Congressman Cable's campaign
six years ago was handicapped by
an accident. A splinter penetrated
a delicate membrane of one of his
eyes when he was opening a crate,
hence he was forced to pass in a
hospital much of the time he had
planned to use for his campaign.
This mishap prevented h'm making
the showing that his ability would
have won for him, had he been able
to continue the agressive contest he
had begun. Colonel Kilbourne, in
1S01, also was handicapped in his
race, for his attempt to be Governor came at a time when his party
was divided on the silver issue. It
is a curious fact that the chief factor in the defeat of the Columbus
man by Governor Nash was Senator Marcus Alonzo Hanna, then
dictator of Ohio Republican politics. The Senator was the donor of
Hanna Hall.
If he is nominated and elected,
"Steve" will 'be Kenyon's first Ohio
B.
Governor
since
Rutherford
Hayes, '42, resigned in 1877 to become President. A "step-son- "
of
Kenyon was elected in- 1855, when
Ohio chose Salmon Portland Chase,
nephew of Bishop Philander Chase,
founder of
Kenyon.
Governor
Chase, before entering Dartmouth,
passed two years at the Bishop's
first school, in Worthington, Ohio.
The Collegian has no desire to
dip into partisan affairs, but it is a
pleasure to call to the attention of
Kenyon alumni the fact that they
have nor the chance to help one
more son of the College to make
good. Without regard to politics, we
believe "Steve"
Young
deserves
friendly sentiments from all other
Kenyon men, Democratic
or Re-
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Wash Your Hands

I

COLLEGIAN

Before you eat
And Step into the

I

Address

I

GEORGE H. JONES,

KENYON COMMONS SHOP

Bus. Manager
$1.50 For Nine Months
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MRS. CRAWFORD
AT THE FOOT OF THE HILL

First Class Hand Laundry Done. Buttons Sewed

I
I
I

On. Socks

Darned and Everything Mended At No Additional Charge.

SHAFFER GARAGE
Gas and Oil
General Repairs

work

Gambier, Ohio
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"Meinholtz, the Times Wants

Kenyon

'14

JOIN US IN THE GENERAL ELECTRIC
HOUR, BROADCAST EVERY SATURDAY AT 9 P.M., E.S.T. ON A NATIONWIDE N.B.C. NETWORK

GENERAL
ELECTRIC

the

o' the peace treaty on which the
Central Powers surrendered. Each
f the
victorious states introduced
its bills in more
than one sense of
the word. 63
more were under
arms than in 1816.
Tariffs have all
teen raised.
introduced
Politics
"ere of the most dangerous nature.
The population of Europe was
the
biSgest question.
Germany was deprived of her
colonies lost one

her territory

under the

(Continued on page eight)

of the New York

Times
n

Meinholtz on his home phone. And quickly! But
the receiver there happened to be off the hook.

HUNGARIAN

nationalities and races which comprise Central Europe was developed.
He said in part: "It is an ungrateful task to find
14 points

MEINHOLTZ

on
sat in his home on Long Island, listening-ifrom
Byrd
the
expedition.
a radio press dispatch
Times
wanted
staff
Someone on the
to reach

LARWILL LECTURER
SPEAKS ON CENTRAL EUROPE
Alexis de Boer, Justice on the
Supreme Court of Hungary, delivered an intelligent
and instructive
Larwill lecture, March third in
Philo Hall. Justice de Boer explained the politico-radic- a
lproblems not
only of his own country but of all
Central Europe and Russia.
The
importance of the Soviet Union and
England's economic and industrial
plans in the maelstrom of mixed

E.

FRED

JUSTICE DE BOER IS

tenth of

You--- -

at least they should not

against him.

Radio science was equal to the occasion. The Times
d
operradio operator sent a request to the
And
world.
Meinholtz
ator at the other end of the
was quickly made aware of the situation by a radio
message from Antarctica saying: "Meinholtz, the
Times wants you to hang up your receiver so that
they can call you on the telephone."
fur-cla-

Radio and research are among the many lines of work in which
men are engaged at General Electric, where
they also receive further technical and business training.
college-traine-

d

95-735D-

GENERAl

ELECTRIC

COMPANY,

I

South of Peirce Hall
Phone 130

-

publican

j

SCHENECTADY

NEW

H

YORK

I
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St. Paul's Church, Steubenville, TENNIS
TEAM TO MAKE
Ohio, and its Rector, the Rev. William M. Sidener, '98 A. B., '01 A. M., PRESENTABLE SHOWING
11 B. D., were named as benefacThe Rev. Dr. George Davidson, '02 tors in the will of Mrs. Eli T. Cast-n- STARS OF YESTERYEAR MISSING BUT PROSPECTS GOOD
of Steubenville.
In addition to
B. A., '04 M. A., '04 Bexley, of S.
bequests, the will provides for
these
John's Church, Los Angeles, CaliDespite the loss of its star perother worthy aid.
fornia, celebrated the twenty-fift- h
formers for the past three years,
anniversary of his ordination to the
The Rev. Corwin C. Roach, Colt Kenyon's tennis team promises to
Priesthood on the Feast of the Puri- Memorial
Church, Hartfort, Con- turn in another of its successful
ser2).
At the
fication (February
accepted the position seasons. This year's aggregation,
has
necticut,
vices, the Rt. Rev. Peter T. Rowe,
of Professor of Old Testament in while composed almost entirely of
Bishop of Alaska took part. There
Bexley Hall. The Rev. Mr. Roach new and for the most part inex
were also present representatives of
will assume his duties in Gambier perienced players, is expected to
the Presbyterian Church and of the next September;
the work is at pres- make as good showing against its
Jewish Synagogue, who tendered ent being
by the Rev. Dr. Ohio Conference competition.
handled
their tributes to the Rev. Mr. Da- C. Sturges Ball and Rabbi Solomon
Kenyon has for ananyyearsturned
vidson.
Rivlin.
out tennis teams of exceptional
ability, and for this reason the
The Rev. John Ernest Carhartt,
1930 outfit will undoubtedly
suffer
FOR
CAMPAIGN
ALUMNI
'14 B. A., now a member of the staff
by comparison, as ' they cannot be
of the National Cathedral of SS
HIGHER FACULTY PAY expected to play the
brilliant tenPeter and Paul, Washington, D. C,
nis displayed by the Kenyon Ohio
was a visitor to the Hill recently.
Council Raising- Funds to Improve Conference Champions
and
Pedagogues' Salaries
of
NevertheThe Rev. Harry M. Babin, '04 B.
less, Coach Evans expects to collect
A., '06 B. D., formerly rector of TrinFor some time there has been a a team which will make a good
ity Church, Chicago, Illinois, has
whispered
rumor
about that the showing.
of S. Anbecome
College
Rutenber, Sawyer, Thomas, Swan-sois not beKenyon
faculty
of
Illidrew's Church, Downers Grove,
ing ipaid an adequate salary. Cm
and Herron will lead the prosnois.
March 1st, a letter was issued by pects. Rutenber displayed except
The Rev. Dr. Allen W. Cooke has the alumni council which proved ional tennis in winning the singles
intra-murchampionship, while
taken charge of Calvary Church, this statement to be pitifully true.
placThomas
be
and Herron both saw serbelieve
We
facts
should
the
abCincinnati, during a leave of
sence granted to The Rev. Dr. Al- ed before the student body. These vice last season with the 'varsity
bert N. Slayton, '96 Ph. B., '99 M. A., are the facts. The maximum salary Sawyer, also, is expected to be one
'99 Bexley, '28 D. D. The Rev. Dr. of a Kenyon professor is now $3200 of the mainstays of the team. Wood
Miller,
and
Slayton has been traveling in Eu- a year. The salary of a professor at Lyman, Stackhouse,
rope for some time, on account of Amherst and Dartmouth is $7000; Swanson will undoubtedly have to
The
his health; throughout this time, the at. Bowdoin, Swarthmore, Williams, be taken into consideration.
and Western Reserve first four have been hanging on the
Rev. Dr. Cooke has been supplying Oberlin,
for him at Calvary Church. The $6000; at Trinity $5500; and at outskirts of collegiate competition
Hamilton $5000. From these com- for several seasons and several
Rev. Dr. Cooke has resigned as rector of S. Luke's Church, Cincinnati, parisons it is evident that Kenyon should now make the grade. Swan-sothe only sophomore on the list,
eo that he now assumes full charge has dropped far behind, and the
prospect,
having
until the return of the Rev. Dr. collegiate world will soon be saying is an excellent
Slayton.
that the old standards at Kenyon won the Knox County Singles
Championship last year.
are not maintained.
Coach Evans intends to begin his
A committee of ten loyal alumni
The Rev. Francis J. Hall, '98 D.
D., has written a very interesting has been appointed to remedy this practices and series of eliminations
comment on a recent book attack- situation, and has decided that the as soon as weather permits, which
ing papal claims, Dr. Cadoux' minimum cash salary of a full pro- will probably be around the middle
"Catholicism and Christianity" in a fessorship at Kenyon should be of April.
recent issue of "The Living Church." $5000. This is going to mean a great
The Rev. Dr. Hall points out that step in this progress of the college, "BUGS" WALTON, COLLEGE
Dr. Cadoux has failed to give the and
we
have an interested CHESS CHAMPION, PLAYS
and the Eastern and active alumni to thank for It. 15 GAMES AT ONCE
Orthodox members proper consid- They are spending much of their
eration. The reviewer shows fur- own time and money to see that Takes on Best of Mount Vernon
ther that rejection of Catholic au- step brought about, and are proving
Players
thority has been largely responsible as they have many times before,
Dr. L. B. "Bugs" Walton, Profesfor the lack of unity among the their devotion to Kenyon and its
sor of Biology and undisputed chess
churches of today.
welfare.
champion of Kenyon College, displayed some of the skill that has
; The Rt. Rev. William T. Manning,
Dies
John Stewart, '27,
"24 LL. D., Bishop of New York, has
him famous all over the midAuto Accident madewest
In
dle
when, on March 21, he
announced that on March 16 at the
games at once with
played
fifteen
Cathedral of S. John the Divine will
News has come of the sudden
be held a special service of prayer death of John Stewart, '27, matric- the very flower of Mt. Vernon's
for the Christians in Russia. All ulate. Mr. Stewart, who was just chess enthusiasts. Details of the
Christians in New York are asked twenty-fiv- e
years old, was a member affair are lacking, but it is underto join in this service, which is one of Delta Kappa Epsilon, and came stood that Dr. Walton had all the
better of the play.
of many to be held at that time in to Kenyon from Colgate.
Dr. Walton was the principal
all parts of the world.
were
Stewart and a companion
driving near Toledo, when their car speaker at the banquet for the parAt the fortieth annual Church collided with another car that failed ticipants in the open chess tourna- Service of the Sons of the American to observe the traffic signal. StewRevolution, the Rt. Rev. Ernest M. art was killed instantly, although
Stires, '02 L. H. D., Bishop of Long his companion was not seriously inIsland addressed the meeting on jured. They were returning to their
"George Washington, Defender of home in Cleveland.
TOBACCO,
CIGARS,

BEX LEY NOTES

ment in Mt. Vernon, on March 21.
The tournament was held under the
auspices of Phi Delta Kappa, at the
Alcove, Mt. Vernon.

er

-

near-champio-

Well, well! Even college publications make use of that old friend of
English professors: The Cincinnati
"University News" reports that "a
dinner will be served in the Faculty
Lunch Room in the Commons which
will precede the regular meeting."
We are glad to hear that the Commons will precede and not succeed
the meeting.

Allen's Drugs

ns

1927-28-2- 9.

Priest-in-Char-

Shall we stand for this? The Akron U. "Buchtelite" refers to "the
underdogs, Case and Kenyon." We
can retort by asking who ever heard
of those climbers at Akron U!

ge

n,

No. 8 South Main St.
Mt. Vernon, Ohio

L .VERNON

Auto Service

al

n,

Anglo-Catholi-

Phone

41

Gambier

Have you chosen

your life workf
In the

field of health service the harvard University Dental School the oldest dental school connected with any
university in the United States offers
thorough
courses in all
branches of dentistry. All modern equipment for practical work under supervision of men high in the profession.
Write for details and admission requirements to Leroy M. S. Miner, Dean
well-balanc-

ed

HARVARD UNIVERSITY
DENTAL SCHOOL
Dept. 51 , Longwood Ave., Boston, Mast.

Cliff

Horton

THE BARBER

the Faith."

ALAN G. GOLDSMITH, '11,
The Rt. Rev. Thomas Jenkins, '00
SPEAKS TO CLEVELAND CLUB
Bex., '14 B. D., 24 D. D., Missionary
Bishop of Nevada, has changed the
Col. Alan G. Goldsmith, '11, spoke
name of his
and
before the members of the Cleveland
diocesan organ from "The Club at a smoker on March 10, his
Desert Churchman" to "The Desert subject being "Helping to sell the
Churchman, Missionary District of United States."
Bishop Jenkins explains
Nevada."
Col. Goldsmith, who was only 26
that this action is taken because at the close of the World War, later
some of his people objected that the became technical expert with the
former title was too inclusive.Dawes Reparations Committee in
1924. He was also chief of the EuThe Rev. George Craig Stewart, ropean Division, Bureau of Foreign
'15 L. H. D., Rector of St. Luke's and Domestic Commerce, in charge
Church, Evanston, Illinois, recent- of relief shipments to Austria, Hunly had one of his sermons printed in gary, and Roumania in 1925.
the "Living Church." The sermon
Is one which the Rev. Dr. Stewart
The Wittenberg "Torch" offers a
preached at the Western Theologidrop of wisdom: "The only lesson
cal Seminary on St. Matthias' Day, that history teaches us is that it
1930.
teaches no lessons."
--

self-edit-

self-publish-

ed

Pool Room in Rear

Sandwiches

No. 4 West
Ohio Ave.

ed

Phone No. 20

you be able to say that
the necessary
business training? Or will
pou have to admit a lack of practical
knowledge and enter the "school
of hard knocks"?

WILL
you have had

Every college man has two roads open

to him: the trial and . error method of
attaining business leadership involving
years perhaps of delay; or the business
education method which provides in
much less time that training the business world demands.
Which road do you choose?
Babson Institute offers you the direct
route. In a thorough and intensive nine
months' course, you can learn the principles of Finance, Management, Production, and Distribution. More than that,
you can learn ixrw to use this knowledge;
so that when you apply for your first
position you can say:
"Yes, I have had the necessary
business training!"

Send for Booklet

We invite you to send for our booklet
"Training for Business Leadership". It
tells how many other young men, like
yourself, have been prepared for business
at Babson Institute and how you, too,
may be equipped to fill eventually an
executive position. The booklet is free.
When you have read the booklet, pass
it on to your father and ask him what
he thinks of this practical instruction in
business fundamentals. New terms open
March 29, June 28 and September 24.

Mail Coupon NOW!
H372 Babson Park, Hiu.
Send me, without obligation, "Training
for Business Leadership" and complete
particulars about Babson Institute.

College
Address

G. JAMMARON

Cleaning, Pressing,

Home
Address

Johnston &

Citj
State

Murphy
SHOES
$12.50 and $13.00
Florsheim Shoes $10 and $10.50
Walk-Ove- r
Shoes
$6.50 and $3.50

HECKLER'S

for
DRUGS

Laundry Bags and Repairing
The

The Best in Drug
Jacobs Shoe Store
Store Service
Gambier,

Ohio

Why Not Get The Best in

Repairing

Bake Goods

Pressing at
50 cents

MILLER'S BAKE SHOPPE

Phone

15

I
I
I
J

Mount Vernon, Ohio

-

j

Name

CIGARETTES
Limburger

for Your
First Job

BAHSOX Institute

cs

Sam. Hantman

YhenibuAsk

Phone 494

Mt. Vernon, 0.
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216 S. Main St. I

THE
EXCELLENT

BASEBALL

TEAM IS IN

NO BUCKEYE ASSN.

KENYON

FOR MAUVE WINS MARIETTA the team

PROSPECT KENYON, SAYS WALTON GAME BY GOOD

MARGIN

EVANS ANTICIPATES
COACH
FAST, HITTING OUTFIT

Faculty Manager of Athletics "Not ENTIRE TEAM
TAKES PART IN
Interested"
8
VICTORY

For the first time in a number of
years the prospects for a strong and
successful Kenyon baseball team are
excellent. Baseball, which has been
falling off sadly as a collegiate sport,
promises to undergo a startling rejuvenation, at least as far as KenThe spring of
yon is concerned.
1925 saw the last really good Mauve
ball club on the field, although the
place in
1927 outfit took second
with 4
the Conference standings
wins and 2 losses. The following
season there was no team at all

"Not interested" was the reply of
Dr. L. B. Walton, faculty manager
of athletics at Kenyon, to the report
of a rumor that Kenyon was thinking of entering the Buckeye Conference.
Dr. Walton stated that
Kenyon had no intentions of affil-

36-2-

iating with the smaller Ohio group,
but was instigating a policy of building up relationships with certain
eastern colleges, notably Rochester,
Haverford, and Hobart.
At present Kenyon limits its enwhile last spring the diamond gagements
with these institutions
hopefuls were able to capture but
to football, but hopes in the future
one game. This season, however to
arrange games in other sports as
promises something else indeed.
well. A connection with the BuckThe two important factors in any eye group
would bind Kenyon to
baseball team, and they are even play
certain games with members of
necessary
more
in collegiate base- the group, whereas at present
ball, are pitching and hitting. Gen- schedules
are arranged with Ohio
erally speaking, college baseball is
opponents
Conference
and
usually flooded with a mass
of
teams both in Ohio and
strike-ouand fielders' errors. For elsewhere.
this very reason, the team that can
hit is not only outstanding but vicBASKETEERS COMPLETE
torious.
Last year Kenyon was
SUCCESSFUL SEASON
hampered not only by batting and
pitching weaknesses but by inexRecord of 10 Victories to 9
All these faults are experience.
Defeats
pected to be corrected in the 1930
edition.
The records for the basketball
"Dud" Stock and Marty Sam-maseason of 1929-3- 0
must prove witheminent members of the footout
Kenyon
doubt
that
had a good
ball team, are expected to supply a
team
made
a
and
commendable
great deal of the
d
punch as well as perform in the showing.
Starting from absolute
infield.
Other infield candidates zero, with a team composed almost
include Losch, Ehrbar, Baltzell, and
entirely of first-yemen or sophGale. Incidentally, all four infield
omores,
managed'
Mauve
the
to win
posts are open to competition,
as
none of last season's performers are 10 games in 19, or better than 50
of its encounters.
When one stops
available.
Mark McElroy is the sole mem- to think that the previous season
ber of last season's outfield, but Kenyon failed to win a basketball
he should have much better com- game of any kind, the record of this
petition this year than last. To re- year becomes all the more signifiplace Walling and Todd
Coach cant. To be sure, Kenyon lost some
Evans has several splendid pros- games it should have won, but these
pects, including
Dawson, Blank-meye- r, losses were more the result of inand Webb. It is also quite experience than anything else. On
probable that one of the infield the other hand, the Mauve was extremely lucky in defeating some
aspirants will be shifted to the
high-clacompetition during the
Behind the plate Johnny Herron, season. In losing to Western Rewho played a bang-u- p
game last serve, Kenyon struck the absolute
season and hit .400 to lead the bottom of its game; in winning from
team's batters, will undoubtedly do Oberlin, Mt. Union, and Marrietta
the bulk of the catching. McElroy Kenyon was at the top of its form.
These two extremes were terrifcally
will be the second-strin- g
receiver.
The pitching staff, which was pit- far apart, but it is ever thus with a
team.
ifully weak last year, should be ex- young and inexperienced
In the Ohio Conference Kenyon
tremely effective. Robinson, Sam-moHulman, Elliott and Hansen, defeated Oberlin, Otterbein twice
the last two southpaws, will all be Capital, Mt. Union, and Marietta;
available.
Robinson's
work last the Mauve lost to Marietta, St
season was decidedly poor, but a Xavier, Mt. Union, Muskingum, Resore arm hampered him most of the serve, and twice to Wooster in Contime. He is a splendid pitcher and ference battles. The team also capgames
tured four
is expected to do most of the hurlBluffton,
Bowling
Green,
with
those
ing again this year.
Sammon is a
fine prospect,
but will probably Ashland, and Kent. State, while
prove more valuable in the infield. losing two, early encounters with
Hulman, who pitched two innings Ashland and Kent State.
Kenyon was outscored by its oplast season, and Elliott and Hansen
ponents
despite the fact that it won
will all be given an opportunity to
Is
show their wares.
Hulman, who more games than it lost. This
that the
looks like a hitter, may be used in explained by the fact
Mauve won a number of close dethe outfield.
several
dropping
while
Coach Evans expects to issue his cisions
The
first call for practice the first of games by decisive margins.
April, with twenty men prepared to record for the season follows:
Total
Con.
report. In the meantime, a corps of
162
52
HO
workers under manager Malcolmson Stock
109
35
74
Swanson
are doing their best to create
a
71
non-conferen-

ce

ts

n,

much-neede-

Displaying

the same flash and
fight that characterized their vic-

tory over Mt. Union, Kenyon's amazing basketball team once more
pulled the unexpected and defeated
Marietta at Rosse Hall, March 1, by
a decided margin, 36 to 28. Kenyon,
with Stock and Robinson out of the
game, had lost to Marietta earlier
in the season, so the victory was in
some measure sweet revenge for the
Mauve.
Kenyon at no time was anything
but victor. They lead throughout
the encounter, and in both halves
outscored and outplayed their opponents. The victory was very much
to the credit of Myron Robinson,
who scored 12 points and directed
success.
the team to
With the exception of Ward, Marietta's scoring combination was held
well in check, while four of the Purple basketeers dipped heavily into
the scoring.
Al Lyman, hero of the Mt. Union
encounter, continued his sensational play, scoring nine points on his
own account and holding his rival
center to a single field goal. Stock
garnered seven points, McElroy six.
It was a good night's work for the
Mauve.
well-earn-

WINS
BASKETBALL PRIZE

Defeats

ns.

ss

n,

non-Conferen-

ce

N-C-

presentable playing field for
diamond aspirants.

Ken-yen-

's

The Marietta "Blue and White"
reports changes in college offices:
"The administration offers in this
new location the same dependable
attractions, amid ne wsurroundings,
and with no advance in prices." It
would seem that every change they
make does not call for an increase
in fees!

on

27
20

Robinson
Lyman
McElroy

44
50
37

23

Greer

21

30

Caples
Baltzell

26

9

7

3

Edgar
Herron

Non-Conferen-

ce

KENYON TO BE HOSTS TO
OHIO TENNIS IN MAY

North
Score of

Leonard

By

36-1- 5

South Leonard was crowned
Basketball

Champs

In-tra-mu- ral

of

on March 12, by defeating
North Leonard in the final encounter of the tournament by the decisive score of 36 to 15. The Betas
reached the last round after a hard
struggle, though showing decided
1930

LORD-KELL-

Successor to
JACK AND FRED
GREASING

WASHING

24 HOUR ROAD SERVICE

Phone 1249

Mt. Vernon,

TAXI SERVICE
DRAYAGE

Phone

145

Gambier, Ohio
Eat

Eat

JACKSON'S
POTATO CHIPS
For

HEALTH

31

Eat
Kenyon will once more be hosts
to the tennis teams of Ohio. On
May
the Ohio Intercollegiate Tennis Association will hold its
annual tournament on the Gambier
Courts, playing here for the second
time in three years. The affair was
last held in Gambier in 1928.
The O. I. T. A., which after this
year will run under the direction of
the Ohio Managers' Association, is
playing for the last time under student control. In the future no undergraduates will hold office in the
Association. Flax of Cincinnati is
the present President and also holder of the singles championship.
The tourney will be held under
the customary rules, providing a
singles, a doubles, as well as a consolation singles and doubles, schedule. A first and second prize, gold,
silver, or bronze medals in the form
of watch fobs, will be awarded for
each event.
Dr. L. B. Walton of Kenyon, the
Permanent Treasurer and General
Manager of the Association, will in
the future direct the activities of the
society, displacing the student officers. The Tournament is open to
all Ohio colleges.
29-30-- 31

0.

Mark Hanna

Tourney at Gambier
May
29-30--

Y

AUTO CO.

O. I. T. A.

Eat

"Say it with
Flowers"
SHARP'S
FLOWER STORE
PHONE 895
Mt. Vernon,

Ohio

EDW. PARISEAUS
BARBER SHOP
at Stoyle's Restaurant Bldg.
Our service and work are our
best adv! Try it!

Doolittle
General
Merchandise

S. R.

superiority in every game. Psi
team won sveeral tough encounters, including one with Middle
Leonard, but wilted sadly at the finish.
Gambier, Ohio
After a brief spurt, North Leonard's ship of strategy began to
spring leaks- at every seam, and the
W. S. ROWLEY & SON
Psi U.'s were trailing 15 to 3 at half
Gambier, Ohio
time. The North Leonard attack
was evidently centered around
Grocery, Meat Market,
but close guarding and wild
passing kept him in check. The
GOOD THINGS TO EAT
Confectionery and
Betas, on the other hand, played
OF SERVICE
BEST
General Merchandise
steadily throughout and were fast
drawing away as the final whistle
Short orders at all hours.
Quality Foods
sounded.
Billiard Room in Connection
Banning led the scoring with 13
Sodas and Candy
Est. 1894
points, while Sammon, who talks the
Toilet Articles, Sox, etc.
James McCullough
best game of anyone in the tournament, followed with ten. Hall and
niiiliiliiliiiiMiiiiniiiiiiittiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiii!iiiiiiiiniiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii
Larmon topped the North Leonard 1
I
WHEN YOU SAY IT WITH FLOWERS
efforts with four points apiece. HarSAY
OURS
WITH
IT
politico-athlet- e,
Kenyon's
ry Maxon,
Corsages
Pot Plants
Cut Flowers
i
starred at guard and center for the
winners.
I
j
Up-silo-

n's

-

Lar-mo-

Meet Me At
THE BAKERY

n(

The Williams Flower Shop

BEST TEAM IN HISTORY
IS GOLF TEAM OUTLOOK

Mt. Vernon, Ohio
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Good Schedule and Good Team I
This Year

The best team in the history of
j
golf exKenyon's
ploits is being prophecied by the
followers of the little white ball. A
wealth of splendid material from
which to select a strong team, as
well as a number of experienced
70 players from past seasons, has led
60 Captain Bruce Mansfield and Mangreat suc51 ager Wolfe to predict
35 cess for their 1930 edition of the
With so rosy
10 Kenyon Golf Team.
a prospect in view, Kenyon may be J
assured of one winning spring sport

112
Oil

Total Conference
Kenyon
Non Conference 199. All games
Opponents' total Conference
202. All games

was much better than this
record would seem to prove. Captain Mansfield has seven men of
more than average
ability
from
which to choose his mates. Greer,
J. Thomas, Cadle, B. Mansfield,
Webb, Clark, and Sibbald will all
be on hand, and the chances are
that most of them will see service
before the year is out.
An excellent schedule has been
prepared for the golfers, with additional matches in prospect. Two
affairs each with Antioch, St. Johns
of Toledo, St. Xavier,
and Ohio
Wesleyan
are already arranged,
while the officials are now angling
for a match or two with Carnegie
Tech. Practice will begin early in
April, as the team will first go into
action immediately following the
Easter recess.
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Buy Butter By Name

1

Always Ask For

1

Parrish's Cloverdale Creamery

I

COSHOCTON CREAMERY

!

BUTTER

370. at 16ast.
Always Uniform Fresh Pure
Last year the boys who hit and
569.
Coshocton, Ohio
416. hunt won only a single match in
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MURDER ON THE HILL
CHAPTER XI
"GROPING IN THE DARK"
Mr. Clinkerwade sat in his office
pondering over the problem which
confronted him. He and Canon
Holmes had assembled many odd
bits of information and had pieced
them together as best they could,
but a number of important links
were missing. Suddenly the dapper
little man rose, donned hat and coat,
picked up his umbrella, and hurried down to the Pennsylvania station. He had five minutes to make
the ten forty train. "One round trip
ticket to Cincinnati please," he
snapped at the agent.
Up on the Hill, Canon Holmes was
about to attack a point in his man
hunt which thus far had not been
tried. He faced one of the younger
faculty members.
"Mr. Casket, I have come to your
office seeking information, the subject of which you undoubtedly can
surmise. You are aware, of course, of
the tragedy which has taken place
on the Hill. It has become my duty,
as a nominal head of the investigation, to check up on the whereabouts of all persons even remotely
concerned with Dr. Woodenwater or
his affairs. Since you were a colleague of the ah the dead man,
you may possibly be able to give me
consome interesting
cerning him. First, give me a detailed account of how you spent your
time on the Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday before the body was discovered. Please be accurate."
"Oh, yes. Canon Holmes, to be
sure. Now let me see. I believe I understand what you want. Let me
pass over Friday night to tell you
that just after breakfast, about half
past eight to be exact, I went immediately to Dr. Woodenwater's office
to discuss with him certain problems
common to us in our work. I remained in his office till about ten
thirty, at which time I went to the
Post Office for my morning mail.
At about ten minutes before eleven
I returned to my own office and
spent some time grading papers. I
spent the entire afternoon in my
office reading, since my wife had
gone to Mt. Vernon to shop."
"One thing, Mr. Casket," interrupted the Canon. "I believe there
was a football game Saturday afternoon, was there not? And you are
a regular attendant? In fact, this
game was the first of the season
which you failed to see. How did it
happen that you were not present?"
"Well-I was deeply
engrossed in my book and failed to
note the passing of time. When I
finally stopped to note the hour it
was well along toward six o'clock. I
then hurried home for dinner." Mr.
Casket was evidently ill at ease.
"Yes yes
The Canon
seemed to be thinking aloud. Then
he addressed
the young though
professor once more. "I
suppose you remained at home the
rest of the evening with your wife?"
"Yes. I was outside only once
more that night, and that to put my
car away. As for Sunday, my wife
and I arose somewhat later than
usual, about ten, and left about
eleven for Columbus. We spent the
afternoon there attending a recital.
I have our ticket stubs still in my
pocket. It must have been near midnight when we returned home. That,
I believe accounts for my time. As
for Dr. Woodenwater's private or
personal affairs, I presume you
know as much as or more than I
do about them. I'm afraid I can be
of no assistance there."
The Canon shook his head. "He
was a reticent young man and few
people around here did know him
well. Well, Mr. Casket, I must go
along. Thank you for the informa
side-ligh- ts
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tion you have given me. I shall or so before Woodenwater ah-- h
probably want to see you again in lost his life, and I overheard an argument between him and Sadbuggy.
the near future."
CHAPTER XII
That, by the way explains the hole
"DEEPER AND DIRTIER"
in the window. The argument had
It was now almost noon, and something to do with Aeschylus.
Canon Holmes decided to take lunch Sadbuggy was in his room and
before carrying out his next move. Woodenwater in his office. The last
He would also have a few minutes thing I heard was when Woodento think and plan.
water exclaimed something
about
About two o'clock, the investi- not wanting any more of Sadbuggy's
gator from Yexleb Hall approached candy. The window closed and there
a house opposite Workhard's gen- was a slight tinkle of glass breaking.
eral store. He mounted the steps, Possibly Sadbuggy threw something.
knocked on the door, and was re- No, Canon, I can't believe the young
ceived almost at once.
man was murdered."
"Good afternoon, Mrs. Casket," he
Sometime later, Dr. Rover left the
greeted, "I wonder if I may speak Canon's study. The day wore on, but
to you for a moment. I sha'n't be still Mr. Clinkerwade did not arrive.
long."
All attempts to communicate with
Mrs. Casket ushered in her caller him were utile, and the Canon was
and announced herself ready to frankly disturbed. It was long past
serve him in any way possible.
midnight when the "chief of detect"Mrs. Casket," Holmes began, "I ives" retired to await the events of
have come here to enlist your serthe following day. It proved to be
vices in helping me clear up the one of comparative inactivity until
mystery which hangs over the col- the evening train from Cincinnati
lege. You have business every day arrived, bringing on it Mr. Clinkerin the same building in which the wade. The lttle man looked weary.
body of the dead man was found. There were dark circles under his
Now I wonder if you can tell me if eyes and he needed a shave, but in
you noticed anything unusual on the spite of this he went at once in
Even search of Canon Holmes. The CanSaturday of that week-end- ?
the slightest detail might be of some on was about to go out for dinner,
importance."
but he sat down at once to hear the
"Indeed, Canon, I only wish I report.
might be of some service, but you
"Canon Holmes, I have just resee I was at home all morning that turned from Cincinnati where I
day and left soon after lunch for learned a number of things. Dr.
Mt. Vernon to do some shopping. Sadbuggy did address his classical
Charles did not get in for lunch, so society on Saturday afternoon. He
I was able to get an early start. He also purchased a number of things
mentioned at breakfast that he had there, but what they were I was
an important package coming in the unable to ascertain. I learned from
mail that morning and might have one of the station agents who recto work with it through lunch time. ognized my description of Dr. SadPardon? Oh, I thought you spoke. buggy that he had several bundles
Well, as I was saying, I spent the under his arms when he went to
afternoon in Mt. Vernon and didn't purchase his ticket. He dropped
get back till nearly six, just a few them several times and the agent
moments before Charles came in. I said he must have been the gentlewas rather tired and went to bed man who 'poohooed' at him when
early, but Charles sat up and read he offered assistance. That's about
for some time after. It must have all, save for one thing. I have failed
been rather late when he finally re- absolutely to find where the cabtired. I remember his going out to bage was purchased. Now tell me
put the car away but fell asleep be- what the developments here have
fore he came back. I'm afraid I'm been."
not watching the amount of sleep
Canon Holmes stroked his mushe gets very closely, Canon. I shall tache and told his experiences of the
have to be more strict. However, previous day. "So you see, I obtainyou see that there is practically no ed several more pieces to fit into our
information I can give you about puzzle and have formed a sort of
that day, Canon, and I'm dreadfully summary. Mr. Clinkerwade, this is
sorry, for I hope to see the guilty the situation. All possible suspects
man seized very soon. Do come in have given time accounts. Three of
again and see us, Canon. Your vis- these are unsatisfactory. Sadbuggy's
its are so pleaasnt, but so infre- story checks up in most of the dequent."
tails, but there are a few serious
which so far we have
From the Casket home Canon loop-holHolmes went to the post office, but been unable to plug. Maison d'Eau
not for any mail he might have verified most of his story by telethere. From the post office he re- grams, but I wish I knew just how
turned to his study in Yexleb to much the writers of those telegrams
Mr. are sure of. There are a few interawait a call from his
Clinkerwade.
vals of time which he offers nothto
As he racked his puzzled brain ing but his own statement
there was a step outside his door cover. Casket is perhaps the weakand then a rap. The Canon, suppos- est of the three, although I did find
ing it to be Mr. Clinkerwade, did out that a package he received in
not move from his desk, but bid the mail that Saturday morning,
the visitor to come in. When the was from a publishing company and
door opened, he was surprised to contained two works of Ovid, 'Ars
This
find himself looking into the face Amoris' and 'Ars Amatori.'
of Dr. Rover.
checks to some extent his story of
"Ah, Doctor, how do you do. reading. Still, one seldom reads all
Have a chair. I have just been mus- afternoon and all evening. As for
ing over our mystery."
the forenoon, he had no papers to
"Yes, I presume so, Canon, and it grade after he left Dr. Woodenis about that very thing which I water! His last set of papers had
have come to see you. Do you know, been handed back on Friday mornCanon, I can't help thinking that ing and no papers were handed in.
that is all a lot of romantic non- This information I obtained from
sense. I am thoroughly convinced men in each one of his classes. One
that Woodenwater died an acciden- last thing. Where did he go Saturtal death. I have been trying to re- day night when he says he went
call any actual enemies he might outside to put the car away? His
have, and I can't name a single one. wife says she fell asleep before he
The only person I know of with returned. That brings things up to
whom he has ever had words is Dr. date. Now, what is the next step?"
Sadbuggy. I was in my office a day (Concluded in our next, s'help me!)
es
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Alumnus Writes Ode
Later treading Gambier Hill
Tne Kenyon spirit, soil ana still,
To Charles McCook beemca to wmsper esctue benest:

"uuice el decorum
Pro patria mori." "That is well."
Poem By Rufus Southworth, '00 Is ueep resounus the7 College bell.
Strikes now what sudden thunder
Eulogy For Famous Civil
uolt?
'Tis a people in revolt,
War Hero
war has raised his head,
csooii the greensward will be red
vvitn
tne
South-wortuioou of tnose who fought
An ode, written by Rufus
anu uled.
a loyal alumnus of the class Hark: 'Tis Lincoln's fateful call
in
peacetui College Hall.
of 1900, tells the story of Charles Answering,theCharles undaunted
went
regiment.
Morris McCook, '65. There are but To enlist in a Aorthern
8
few Kenyon men of recent years Well is known the dreadful day
When Union soldiers fled away,
who know this story, but it is one At the battle of Bull Run
on the field but one
which might well be told to every Leaving
who dared to stay and fire his gun.
Major McCook, a civilian then,
one of them.
Was giving aid to the wounded men
Charles Morris McCook was born When he saw his soldier son
Too
to fly, too brave to run,
at Carrolton, Ohio, on November 13, And proud
called above the battle roar
1843, the eighth son of Major "Stop! Retreat and fire no more."
Charles reloading answered "No!"
Daniel McCook and Martha McWhen a bullet laid him low.
Cook, and was one of a family of Distraught, the father vainly
pressed
ten, all of whom were engaged in
The lad against him to arrest
military service. This was one of The streaming blood, the purple
flood,
two families
which together are Gushing from the wounded breast.
Now
elder puts his ear
famous in Ohio history as "the Near the
the moving lips to hear
What the broken words denote,
fighting McCooks." Daniel
Comin- - from the dying
brother, Dr. John McCook, "Blather I have stood thethroat:
test,
'Dulce et decorum est
also raised a family of ten, and all Pro
patria mori.' Now I rest."
10
of them entered military service.
For him the stately chimes were
One f amily is known as "The Tribe
hung
the Chapel on the Hill.
of Dan" and the other as "The In
Ringing then and ringing still,
of the lad are sung.
Tribe of John." Charles McCook Memories
Boldly cast on every bell
verse
Kenyon
College in 1860 and Is the
his deeds suggest:
entered
"Dulce et decorum est
was still a freshman when the Civil Pro patria mori." His farewell.
War broke out. Although he was Each quarter hour11 through day and
night
less than eighteen years old, he volComes the call of faith and right;
unteered as a private in the Second Showing how true fame is won
every Kenyon son:
Ohio Infantry for three months Telling
" 'Dulce et decorum est
service. Secretary Stanton offered Pro patria mori.' This is best."
RUFTJS SOUTHWORTH,
Kenyon 1900.
him a lieutenant's commission in
Glendale, Ohio.
the regular army,
preferred
i-tor-rid

h,

r-iea-

Mc-Coo-
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but he

to serve as a volunteer. At the battle of Bull Run, he served with his
regiment which was covering the
retreat of the shattered army. As
re passed a field house he saw his
father, who had volunteered as a
nurse, and stopped to assist him,
the regiment going on. As he started to rejoin the company, he was
surrounded by an officer and several troopers of the famous Blac.t
Horse Cavalry who demanded his
surrender. Young McCook, in spite
of the pleas of his father, said he
would never give himself up to an
army of rebels, and proceeded to
shoot and disable the officer. He
kept the horsemen at bay for a few
moments and then was shot down
before the eyes of his father.
The ninth of the "Tribe of Dan"
was also a Kenyon man of the class
of 1866, but at the end of his first
year he too entered the service, enlisting in the Sixth Ohio Cavalry.
His Fate, however, was not the
tragic one of his older brother.
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(Continued from page five)
Versailles treaty. Germany has the
biggest birth rate of any of the
foreign powers, hence immigration
to the United' States. Canada offered small possibilities, Italy too,
was promised a proper share of the
German colonies, but only received
a small part. France got a big share
of the colonies, although the population of France in 1840 was forty
million. This population has not increased since. The claims of Italy
and the wish of Germany were
more reasonable,
because France
did not need this territory.

HORRORS! MR. GRANGER
LIGHTS FIRE IN HEARTH
Peirce Hall Architect Is Guilty
of Misdeed

Evidently laboring under the delusion that a fireplace is something
in which to build a fire, Mr. Alfred
H. Granger, architect of Kenyon's
THE KENYON CHIMES
Peirce Hall, was recently guilty of
An Ode to Chnrles McCook
Ring: out soft chimes that gently tell a most unfortunate misdemeanor in
It
The scholar's dirge, the warrior's the very building he designed.
knell.
was on March 5th. Mr. Granger was
1
We sing a patriot, young and brave; visiting the College, and an eventful
Who In the hour of storm and strife, visit it proved to be. Walking into
When the crimson tide burst forth
Staining with its bloody wave
Peirce Hall's stately but comfortChivalric South and steadfast North;
able lounge room, Mr. Granger noChose to fill a soldier's grave
Prizing honor more than life.
ticed built in the north wall a large
2
Kenyon glories in each deed
and beautiful fireplace. (One does
Of sons who answer the Nation's
notice such things!) In it was laid
need.
Ready to serve till eyes grow dim, but not lighted
a fire. There was a
Ready to venture life and limb
For the glory of her fame,
nip in the air, and Mr. Granger,
For the honor of her name.
thoughtless soul, suddenly realized
s
What son of Kenyon shines more the appropriateness, the aptness, the
bright,
Where gleams a more resplendent extreme suitability of a roaring
light;
Than the name of Charles McCook,
blaze in this magnificent room. And
W ho would not yield
here is where Mr. Granger commt-ite- d
On the battle field,
And died for the sacred vow he
his awful crime. He lighted
took?
4
a fire! Imagine! Mr. Granger, borAt home the boyish Charles McCook
rowing a match from the soul-leTraced in letters large and bold
The mottoes in his copy book.
Prof. Timberlake, lighted a fire in
Wiselike maxims of men of old,
And delighted in the sound
the Peirce Hall hearth!
Of a striking phrase he found,
Well, the uproar could not have
Inscribed in Latin, from the hand
Of a Roman poet who loved his land.
greater had he profaned Holy
been
was
This
the line he liked the best;
"Dulse et decorum est
writ. Indeed, he had! The minions
Pro patria mori." Long he thought
Wondering
what the sentence of Law and Order, though shocked
taught.
beyond repair, were not long in
5
Anon he sought his father's aid;
to the rescue of Kenthundering
Kindly, venturesome and wise
This is the answer that was made: yon's desecrated halls. They washed
" 'Sweet and fitting is the Joy
they
they scoured;
Of dying for our Country's sake.'
Never forget this line my boy,
but the evil deed was done. Mr.
Should the need of it arise."
The thoughtful lad profoundly stir- Granger had violated the sacred
red,
code of Peirce Hall; he had lighted
Ry Latin bard and father's word,
Solemnly vowed to give his all
a fire in the fireplace!
If summoned by our Nation's call.
ss
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